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Stock#: 93811
Map Maker: Morse

Date: 1804
Place: Charleston, MA
Color: Uncolored
Condition: VG
Size: 9 x 7.5 inches

Price: $ 495.00

Description:

Late River of the West Depiction.

'This 1804 "Map of North America Shewing all the New Discoveries" by Jedidiah Morse, published by
Samuel Thomas Etheridge in Charleston, MA, provides a compelling snapshot of the evolving
understanding of the North American continent in the early 19th century.

Created during a period of significant geographical discovery and territorial expansion in North America,
this map is especially notable for its depiction of the western landscape. It features an elongated "Oregan
R." that transitions into the "River of the West" before draining into the Entrance of Juan de Fuca and
Nootka or King Geo. Sound. This portrayal indicates the fluid understanding of western geography during
this era, marked by exploration and the quest for navigable waterways to the Pacific.

Of particular interest is the labeling of "Ohio State," which had only recently been admitted to the Union in
1803. This addition illustrates the rapid geographic and political changes occurring within the United
States at the time, reflecting the nation's westward expansion and the incorporation of new territories into
the federal structure.

The map's production in Charleston, MA, underscores the broad interest in the geography of the
continent, highlighting the role that such cartographic materials played in disseminating knowledge and
shaping perceptions of the American landscape among the broader public.
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In its entirety, the "Map of North America Shewing all the New Discoveries" offers an intriguing visual
document of North America's geography as perceived in the early 19th century. It captures a pivotal
moment of exploration, expansion, and change, making visible the evolving understanding of the
continent's physical and political landscapes.

Detailed Condition:


